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INTRODUCTION

On being seen
Gita Joshi

Conversations beyond the gallery, being
seen, studio visits, healing the artist struggle,
and a new model of arts patronage

W

Jacqueline de Montaigne
Metamorphosis II,
Watercolour on 350g/m2
Cotton artists rag, 35 x 70 cm

elcome to the
Autumn/Winter edition
of Art Seen, featuring
over 40 artists working
around the world in a number of disciplines
from painting to collage to installation.
In this edition, our curator and artist
conversations delve into the practices and
motivations of artists, and we spend a day
in the studio with Agathe Bouton.
Michelle I Gomez writes about healing the
artist struggle faced by many who seek to
pave their own path in what can oftentimes
appear to be a closed “art world.”
Tam Gryn, head curator at Showfields,
writes about the new opportunities as
cryptocurrency creates equity for artists and
changes the landscape of arts patronage.
I answer questions about using social media

ART SEEN

and how your artist journey can be harnessed
to create connections with your audience.
Our mission at The Curator’s Salon
centres around artists being seen. Since the
debut edition of this publication in May 2021,
the platform has expanded to offer virtual
exhibitions, providing new opportunities
for artists around the world to be seen
by international audiences.
This summer, we’ve gone deep into artist
mentoring and coaching by filling a gap in
the entrepreneurial education often sought
by artists, preparing them for a successful
business and practice in a post-Covid world.
A new membership for artists will
be launching in the coming months.
My huge thanks to the artists and
contributing writers who made this issue
possible. And, thanks to you for reading.
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TO BE SEEN

JOANNA PILARCZYK
NIMISHA DOONGARWAL

LIZ RUNDORFF SMITH

PRITIKA CHOWDHRY
BOB INGRAM

AGATHE BOUTON

CHRISTINA LEWIS VIZCARRONDO
SARAH NELSON
GHIA HADDAD

YU HUANG

SARAH MAGIDA

JENNY BROWN
AMY WINKLER

SARAH BIRD

SHELBY K COOK

EMMA HILL

MARK VAN BUSKIRK

MELANIE SCHOENIGER

KIP PERDUE

LARASSA KABEL
NIA WINSLOW
DANIEL FREAKER

MATT BOLLINGER
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ADRIENNE BROWN-DAVID

MEREDITH STARR AND DAYNA LEAVITT
DANA CHURCH

KAREN TURNER

PAVLINA VAGIONI

ANNETTE BUKOVINSKY
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PATRICIA DUBOIS

NOA REICHENBERG

MICHELE LANDEL

MAGDA PARASIDIS

JENNIFER GLOBUSH

DAY BOWMAN

CLAIRE MILNER

DAVID WINSTON

SIMONA RUSCHEVA

DEBORAH PERLMAN
HANNAH ZIMMERMAN

CHRISTIAN GASTALDI

JACQUELINE DE MONTAIGNE

KELLY CHUNING

SALLY KINDBERG
ALICE COUTET

JULIETTE SCOTT

SEB POLLINGTON

MARGARET HARRIS
VALERIE CARMET

CLAIRE TANGERINE
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IN CONVERSATION

Supper at Last:
Roberto Ekholm talks
to Sally Kindberg
At Kindberg’s Deptford studio in south London,
they discuss their previous collaborations, co-curating
and Sally’s recent work

Curator/Artist:
Roberto Ekholm
Roberto Ekholm is
the founder of EKCO
Projects and curator
at MOCA London.
He has a background
in contemporary
dance and worked as a dancer with Lulu’s
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London. Sally is interested in both high and
low brow culture, and plays on the notion
of the tragicomic in a society that is both
civilised and ridiculous. Sally is looking for
a composition which is often a double take,
highlighting the overlooked in the everyday
in both a whimsical and seductive way. Sally
exhibited in the John Moores Painting Prize
2020. Solo shows include RUSH at DUVE,
Berlin, FREEPORT, at PvK on Sea, Everyday
Mooonday, Seoul, January 2022, and a
solo show at Thierry Goldberg, New York,
Autumn 2022.
sallykindberg.com
t hecuratorssalon.com
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Curator/Artist Roberto Ekholm
(RE): As I entered the space,
I can see you have a lot of paintings
on display.
Artist Sally Kindberg (SK): They’re
going to my solo show RUSH in Berlin at
DUVE Gallery in September. There are 12
paintings altogether.
RE: The exciting part of working
with you is how you respond to the
space. Such as, during the exhibition
Happy Hour that I curated at Kristin
Hjellegjerde Gallery at London
Bridge; the space has a massive glass
roof and not many white walls to
hang art on. I really enjoyed it when
I approached you and you trusted
and believed in my vision as I tried
to respond to the space.
SK: I was thinking of Happy Hour as a
A R T S E E N Autumn/Winter 2021
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concept and of crowds and crowd controls.
After some research, I found these blue
barriers that looked like sculptures.
RE: They worked perfectly at the
central part of the space. They also
responded well to your paintings.
SK: Yes, that’s thinking about painting
being more than just a painting: it reads
its surroundings.
RE: I think it takes a certain artist
to be able to work in this way.
It is a very exciting process. In a
similar way, you decided to hang
your paintings on MOCA London’s
bookcase in the show /meɪkʌp/ to
respond to the books and the space.
SK: That’s the risk factor that comes into
play. This becomes something you can
work with.
23
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Living Room before studying visual arts at
Goldsmiths College, London. He has cocurated the international touring exhibitions,
Nature Morte: Contemporary Artists
Reinvigorate the Still Life, Happy Hour at
Kristin Hjellgjerde Gallery, and Immerse and
Sweep-Landskip at Kinokino in Norway. He
has produced several exhibition catalogues
for MOCA London and given talks at
galleries. Roberto offered studio visits during
lockdown. As an artist, he is a member of the
Royal Sculpture Society and has had his work
published in two books.
ekco.london

Artist:
Name Sally
Kindberg
Sally Kindberg is a
Swedish artist based
in London. Kindberg
graduated with both
a BA in Fine Art
and MFA from Goldsmiths University of

Sally Kindberg, Happy Hour, Kristin Hjellegjerde Gallery, London, 2019

RE: Looking at your new pieces,
there is a painting with cats and
ladies and incredible hairstyles. The
first thing I observe is the social
interactions happening at that
specific event, but then I start to
look at the colours and the shapes
and they begin to merge into each
other. I start to become aware of
how you build up your paintings
from shades of colours to shapes.
Where do your images come from?
SK: Well, this one in particular was from
research I did on a previous show, and I was
really interested in the hairstyles of these
ladies, so I used parts of the image for this
painting as an idea.
RE: I noticed you’ve got a few
hairstyles in your new works.
SK: Hairstyles are fun and interesting,
because they are close to failure. It’s such a
fine line between perfection and disaster.
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more my understanding of them
changes. One thing becomes
another, like a line of the table
that becomes a horizon and an
object becomes abstracted.
SK: Yes, there is an oscillation between
different states.

t hecuratorssalon.com

RE: Which brings us back to the
experience of looking at your
paintings. Your work is challenging
the gaze of the spectator.
SK: This painting is called Zcash. The
hairstyle reminds me of a Z and references
cryptocurrency. The other painting, Monero,
is a younger boy, maybe a runner, and that is
the cryptocurrency dodgy people use.
RE: Tell me a bit more about your
titles. You play with words a lot.
SK: I love words, I like to repeat
phrases often.

you got some great hairstyles in your
new works.
SK: Yes, one’s got green hair. The heads in
Jackpot have exaggerated bouffants. I was
thinking of Marge from the Simpsons.

Sally Kindberg, Jackpot, Oil on canvas, 160 x 180 cm

RE: The exhibitions worked really
well, but the paintings are not
relying on the space, which is
interesting. They both respond to
the space but are also independent
from it. Your paintings always
draw me in. The more I look, the

RE: I don’t think it ever turned out
that way for me, either.
SK: Those heads are so big, they become
rather abstract. It’s more about the paint.

▲

RE: It is also something you can
change to project a personality or to
shape the hairstyle to belong. As I
look around in your studio, I can see

heads remind me of those haircut
models at the hairdresser where you
can point and say: “I want
that look!”
SK: And it never turns out that way!
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RE: You seem to take inspiration
from wide sources and observations
from pop culture, the everyday to art
history. The two paintings with large
Right: Sally Kindberg, Zcash, Oil on canvas,
200 x 180 cm
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Sally Kindberg, Giant Dominating Shopping
Trolley Ship, Oil on canvas, 100 x 75 cm

RE: Like me, you are also Swedish.
Do you ever write titles in Swedish?
SK: I don’t, but I like to read in Swedish.
I think I sometimes miss out nuances in
English. I wish I didn’t but, yeah, that’s how
it goes. I always look up words and see where
they come from, the meaning, synonyms and
etymology. It is interesting because you get a
tree of different areas where this word could
be used.
RE: Do you ever use “Untitled”?
SK: Honestly, I get upset if I see a painting

SK: No, this is really cool. This is an
epiphany for me. A lot happened when I
painted it that I didn’t realise was going to
happen, which was really, really cool. So,
the painting works in two ways which I
didn’t realise when I sketched it up. I knew
I wanted a heart and plate, it being in a
spotlight, and for it to be framed. That’s
the idea I had and that’s kind of abstract.
Then, when it all came together, I shifted the
position of the paintings and the skirts, or
whatever it is, and it looks like a vase now.
RE: I have seen the work in progress
where you had the heart together.
But it also works the other way
around. Instead of a heart, it looks
like it could be a bottle of wine or
maybe Absinthe (laughter).
SK: It’s totally grotesque. Yeah, so the heart
looks like a grilled chicken, so it’s like KFC,
but it’s JFC, right? Jesus Christ on the plate.
And it’s the Last Supper. So, it’s what you
share before you die.

called “Untitled”. It’s not very generous. I
think the viewer deserves a title. The craziest
title of mine is Giant Dominating Shopping
Trolley Ship, 2017, which is a giant swollen
foot with veins (laughter) that looks like a
shopping trolley.

RE: But it’s also almost back on the
surgical table.
SK: Oh yes, I never thought of that. The
composition is really Leonardo da Vinci’s The
Last Supper, a life cycle. Then, I was thinking
about the heart having a right and left side.

RE: I remember that painting. It did
make me think of a stuffed shopping
trolley (laughter). Your titles are
great. Let’s talk about this new
diptych because you haven’t done it
before, have you?

RE: It is kind of amazing how it
works in both directions.
SK: That was chance. How that happens is
the coolest thing of this piece and I can even
swap the titles around: The Last Supper or
Supper at Last.
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Sally Kindberg, The Last Supper, Oil on canvas, 150 x 260 cm

RE: How have you adjusted to work
under different pressures through
the last year?
SK: I have my routine. It’s very solid.
The way I have worked out how I structure
my day, and by continuing to do it that
way, after doing it for some time, I will
feel rewarded at some point. I’m here
sometimes seven days a week, and that,
at some point, will generate something,
unless you do nothing. Yeah, so I think
my routine is really important, it stabilises
me. I do my studio work, my training
exercises; I play my word game and
hang out with friends.
RE: I think often we forget that,
when we talk about work routine,
it also includes all of one’s life.
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I think playing a word game, for
example, is part of that routine.
As an artist, it is really about
finding a routine that works for
you. Having it helps both in slow
and high-pressured moments to
not lose yourself.
SK: I sometimes feel the pressure to
perform, and it’s always that fear of not
being able to make the next amazing
painting. I’m not a machine, I’m just a
human. Luckily, I can edit severely.
RE: Thank you for inviting me
to your studio. It has been pleasure
to see your new paintings and
glimpse into your process.
Let’s have supper, at last.
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